Though workflow technology is relatively mature and has been one of the most popular components of process aware systems over the last two decades, few workflow architectures can efficiently support a large number of concurrent workflow instances, i.e. instance-intensive workflows. The basic requirements include high throughput, elastic scalability, and cost-effectiveness. This paper proposes a novel client-cloud architecture which takes advantages of cloud computing to support instance-intensive workflows, presents an application level real-time resource utilization estimation model, and identifies two primary principles to ensure the sustainable scalability, namely: (1) the time for a load balancer checking must be less than the decaying time of a server instance when it is overloaded, (2) the sampling time for an alarming service plus the launching time of new server instance must be less than the decaying time of a server instance when it is overloaded. Based on the above, we design and implement the SwinFlow-Cloud prototype. Finally, we deploy and evaluate the prototype on Amazon Web Services cloud. The results show that the prototype is able to satisfy all the basic requirements for instance-intensive workflows.
Introduction
Workflow has been a core component in process aware systems since workflow reference model was proposed by workflow management coalition (WfMC) in 1995 [5, 14] . From the early centralised architecture to recent decentralized architecture such as Grid and Peer-to-Peer (P2P), the workflow system has been evolved significantly. However, there are still some challenges in front of today's workflow systems. One of the major challenges is that few of workflow architectures can elastically, efficiently, and economically handle a large number of concurrent workflow instances, i.e. instance-intensive workflows. For example, there are over 740 million mobile users for China Mobile Limited as of June 30, 2013 (www.chinamobileltd.com/?lang=en). If each user sends 2 messages on average every day, there would be 1.36 billion messages to be charged on a daily basis. Therefore, its mobile short messaging service (SMS) charging workflow can be regarded as a typical instance-intensive workflow example which includes fee calculation task, billing task and others. With the massively increasing number of workflow instances, traditional workflow architectures cannot meet the requirements through expanding hardware or software investments. More importantly, the hardware investment may be insufficient or wasted due to the lack of elasticity if the resource demands change.
Recently, cloud workflow has been a new research focus in the workflow research community. As a SaaS (Software as a Service), cloud workflow is a workflow management system (WfMS) which is designed and deployed in the cloud, supporting dynamically-scalable cost-effective large-scale workflows. A cloud workflow system is able to automatically scale out by recruiting more virtual machine instances with workflow enactment services (workflow server instances) for handling large-scale workflows (during peak time) and scale in by releasing unnecessary workflow server instances for cost saving (during off-peak time). In theory, it can scale out without restrictions.
In this paper, we propose novel client-cloud architecture for scalable workflow systems to handle instance-intensive workflows. Here, client-cloud means that the client communicates with an elastic pool of workflow server instances on the cloud side, which is different from the traditional client-server model where the client communicates with one static or a cluster of physical workflow servers. The size of the pool in the cloud can elastically expand or shrink according to the dynamic resource demand. The client-cloud architecture is different from decentralized architectures such as Grid and P2P. The client-cloud architecture has a centralised cloud side to serve for all clients while decentralized architectures generally have no central server to control all the system components. With the novel client-cloud architecture, we design and implement a scalable SwinFlow-Cloud (Swinburne Workflow system on Cloud) prototype. Through our evaluation of the prototype on the AWS cloud, we demonstrate that our client-cloud based workflow system can meet all the basic requirements for handling instance-intensive workflows, as detailed in Section 2.
The main contributions of the paper include:
C1. Novel client-cloud architecture for scalable workflow system which can elastically and economically support instance-intensive workflows. The architecture promises a new solution for revamping traditional client-server model based workflow systems to handle instance-intensive workflows. C2. An application level real-time resource utilization estimation model for scalable workflow system. It is a new approach to offer more sensitive scalability for a cloud workflow system. C3. Two primary principles for sustainable scalability of the client-cloud based workflow system running on the cloud. The principles include: (1) the time for a load balancer checking must be less than the decaying time of a server instance when it is overloaded, (2) the sampling time for an alarming service plus the launching time of new server instance must be less than the decaying time of a server instance when it is overloaded.
